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 Tractor Times

So 2020 Is Upon Us…
As I am sure it is for all of us, Christmas and New Year are now a distant memory, but I trust many 
of you got to have some down time with family and friends, and found some rays of sunshine 
amongst the periods of rain!

On that note can I please extend our thoughts and support to the many of you across the region 
who have been effected by the recent flooding, natural disasters are never an easy thing to cope 
with.

I was very proud of our team in Gore who were busy preparing for Field Days but stopped to pitch 
in and help with sandbagging, and it was great to be able to provide a small fleet of tractors to 
support the preparations to stop the rising flood waters in parts of Gore. 

As we recover from Southern Field Days 2020 and our team close out the deals and deliveries, I’m  
able to reflect on meeting many clients and other exhibitors at Waimumu. It’s always a great event 
and a good gauge on the mood of the Southern agriculture sector which, in spite of the variable 
season and flooding, economic headwinds, an election, and the possible effects of Coronavirus on 
the international and national economies, seemed to be one of optimism and resiliency.

We have recently made some further progress on our Precision Agriculture Technology journey 
and have introduced a Privacy Policy for protecting our clients valuable data. A booklet that should 
be given to all new and existing clients when signing up for a new Tractor explains how we collect, 
use, and manage your information. You can learn more about this on our website www.sfml.co.nz/
general info/Privacy Statement, or learn more  from the Office of The Privacy Commissioner’s at 
https://www.privacy.org.nz/

We have some exciting developments coming up to better support our customers through the use 
of technology and are planning a series of training and demonstration events over the winter to 
show the benefits to your business and teams. We will be in touch on this.

And finally I mentioned last year some improvements we are making in relation to our customer 
service, and I’m pleased to be able to update you on progress in this area. We have welcomed 
back some key staff (who moved on to raise families) to provide follow up assistance to our sales, 
service and parts teams to see how we went, if we got things right, and if not work to fix them.

Many of you in coming months will get a phone call from our teams and we ask you to please 
provide feedback as we try to continually improve our service. You can always do to this 
(anonymously if you prefer) on our website www.sfml.co.nz/customer-satisfaction-survey/

Please enjoy the rest of what the season can bring and stay safe and dry!

The weather really hasn’t been on our side this season, 
and the recent flooding in Gore served to highlight how 
difficult working in the agricultural industry can be.

However it is always the stories we hear about how well 
communities pull together to look after eachother that 
are the highlights in tough times.

This was the case for the team from Gore who grabbed 
some tractors and joined the sandbagging effort - great 
work team!

A Tough Season
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FOR SALE
FINANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE*   All Prices Exclude GST

Visit SFML.CO.NZ for more quality used tractors and machinery!

 �95 HP
 �2863 Hours
 �Powerquad 40k
 �Stoll F15 Loader

CLAAS CELTIS 446

 $39,000
SU#63476INVERCARGILL

 �115HP
 �7485 Hours
 � JD633 Loader & 
Bucket

JOHN DEERE 6430 PREMIUM

           $86,000
SU#63606INVERCARGILL

 �140 HP 
 �6300 Hours
 �2008 Model
 � JD 683 Loader
 �New injectors

JOHN DEERE 6830 STD

           $65,000
SU#62273GORE

 �130 HP
 �3768 Hours
 � Front weights

CASE IH MXM 130

           $39,000
SU#62905INVERCARGILL

 �125 HP
 �4095 Hours
 �Duals
 � JD653 NSL Loader

JOHN DEERE 6534

           $75,000
SU#62946INVERCARGILL

 �130 HP
 �6586 Hours
 � JD683 NSL Loader 
(no bucket)
 �Deals 18.4R38

JOHN DEERE 6630 PREMIUM

           $69,000
SU#63479GORE

 �  115 HP
 �  5033 Hours
 �2011 model
 �Pearson 20-40 HSL 
Loader

JOHN DEERE 6430 PREMIUM

           $69,000
SU# 62631GORE

 �145 HP
 �6560 Hours
 �Front weights
 �PowerQuad trans

JOHN DEERE 6920 PREMIUM

           $49,000
SU#62467INVERCARGILL

 �115 HP
 �6120 Hours
 � JD 683 NSL Loader

JOHN DEERE 6520SE

           $49,000
SU#63690INVERCARGILL

 �155 HP + 20IPM
 �6750 Hours
 �Quicke Loader
 �20x20 Auto Quad
 �50km

JOHN DEERE 6930 PREMIUM

MOSGIEL SU#63371

           $69,950

 �115HP to 130HP with 
IPM boost
 �3330 Hours
 � JD H340 Loader & 
bucket

JOHN DEERE 6115R

         $79,950
SU#63062MOSGIEL

 �125 HP
 �4145 Hours
 � JD H340 NSL Loader
 �2x rear remotes
 �4WD
 �PowerQuad

JOHN DEERE 6125M

           $76,000
SU#63816INVERCARGILL

 �140 HP
 �4155 Hours
 �H340 NSL Loader
 �  Power Quad Trans 
24x24

JOHN DEERE 6140M

             $79,000
SU# 63655INVERCARGILL

 �180HP 6 Cylinder + 
boost
 �6300 hours
 �19 SPD full power 
shift

CASE PUMA 180

NOW $59,000
SU#62026MOSGIEL

PRICE REDUCED WAS $67,000
 �230 HP
 �4250 Hours
 � IVT, 50km
 �TLS
 �4x SCV’s

JOHN DEERE 7230R

          NOW  $149,000
SU#63214INVERCARGILL

PRICE REDUCED WAS $155,000

 �  155 HP
 �  5403 Hours
 � JD683 NSL Loader

JOHN DEERE 6930

           $75,000
SU# 63078GORE

 �  115 HP
 �  4800 Hours
 � JD 633 NSL Loader
 �NO DUALS

JOHN DEERE 6430 STD

           $60,000
SU# 63321GORE

ASK US ABOUT 
TERMS TO 
SUIT YOU!

1.99%*

PA
FINANCE AVAILABLE

 �155 HP
 �7950 Hours
 �Quicke Q65 SL Loader
 � x4 Electronic Scv
 �Power Shift

CASE IH PUMA 155

           NOW $43,000
SU#63656MOSGIEL

PRICE REDUCED WAS $47,000
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* Conditions apply. Approved commercial applicants only.

Tim Brown
Group Manager



Precision Ag Technology Update
One of our goals for the Precision Ag Technology (PAT) Department is 
to educate not only our clients and the public, but also our staff. We saw 
Southern Field Days as a great opportunity for everyone to get hands on 
and discover more about PAT, and what it can do for them.

We set up a site within our tent that included all of the moving parts 
of PAT. We had our full line up of Gen 4 Universal Greenstar displays 
alongside the Universal retrofit system, and an SF1 ready Starfire 6000 
Receiver. As well as the moving parts, we demonstrated the John Deere 
Operations Centre desktop application, and the MyOperations phone 
app. 

Also on display was our demonstration model Starfire 6000 RTK ready 
receiver and radio, this offers the highest level of accuracy, but more 
importantly year on year repeatability (no GPS drift).

If you didn’t get a chance to explore the technology during Field Days, 
we have a working showroom display in each branch showing the 
current line of JD Universal displays and receivers. Available is also an 
easy reference booklet with product inserts, explaining each component.

We added a working Duncan Metering System Simulator to our inside 
display to show how we can connect to other implements through 
ISOBUS terminals, and a 6155R outside with a Duncan AS3500 Air 
Seeder Drill connected also. This had the ability to send the seeding data 
in real time back to the JD Ops Center for application mapping (sowing).

ISOBUS integration offers a great option for you to utilise ypur John 
Deere display instead of purchasing an additional implement display, 
with the benefit of full colour touch screen, and the option to live stream 
machine/application data direct to the John Deere desktop and phone 
app. A site within a site, the inaugural Precision Ag Technology display at Southern Field Days

*Whilst stocks last. Discount applies to selected residential riding lawn equipment including E100 Ride-On Mower Series, Z300 Residential ZTrak™ Zero Turn Series, and 
S240 Ride-On Mower. Prices shown are starting from Recommended Retail Price (RRP), inclusive of discount, in New Zealand dollars including GST of base unit only 
through 31/03/2020. Prices shown are for model year 2020 and earlier, and may vary by model year. Price does not include pre-delivery, freight, assembly or dealer charges.

SAVE $300*

100 SERIES E100

Limited time only!   

Come in and see us today. 

NOW $3,099*
NOW $4,949*

WAS $3,399
WAS $5,249

RESIDENTIAL ZTrak™ 

Z335E

JOHN DEERE
FAMILY

JOIN THE

ON SELECTED RIDE-ON & RESIDENTIAL ZTrak™ ZERO TURN MOWERS
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Support For The Southland Rural Support Trust
For many, this years Southern Field Days will be remembered by the 
devastation that struck them the week before. 

Those striking images of the flooding had us wondering if there was a 
way we could use Field Days as an opportunity to help.

So when Group Marketing Coordinator, Hollie Cooper, suggested we 
could donate a percentage of the proceeds of all toys and merchandise 
sold during the 3 days, everyone jumped on board straight away.

This equated to a donation of $535 dollars to the Southern Rural Support 
Trust which will help towards flood recovery operations.

“The Southland Rural Support Trust sincerely thank the Southland Farm 
Machinery team for their donation generated from sales at the Southern 
Field Days.

The support for farmers, from rural suppliers has been outstanding 

With all the technology we had it was great our branch based PAT Techs 
were on deck, and working alongside our sales team to share their PAT 
knowledge. 

This was great experience for these guys and we’re now looking 
to expand their skills into running client clinics during quieter times.
Supported by John Deere, some of the topics will include OPS Centre 
desktop & phone applications, the importance of, and how to keep your 
software updated, and some Connected Support info – watch this space 
for details. 

In the meantime the team is available if you would like to arrange a one 
on one consultation tailored to your business requirements.

 - Mike Cleland, Precision Agriculture Technology Manager

during the recent flood event.  This financial contribution will help with 
the regions ongoing recovery” said Southland Rural Support Trust Chair, 
Cathie Cotter.

Do you have displaced baleage on your farm? Get in touch:

GOT
FEEDBACK?

We now have a survey available at 
www.sfml.co.nz/contact us/
customer satisfaction survey
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Another Southern Field Days Done And Dusted!
Credit must go to the Southern Field Days organising committee who 
managed to turn Waimumu from an evacuation centre, to an event with 
over 40,000 visitors, all in the space of a week!

We had a few set backs setting up our site following the extreme winds 
the week before - we lost a wall and roof panels from our tent!

The good folk at Party Plus got us back up and running in time to open 
our doors and welcome all of our visitors. 

Our slogan ‘Site 161 - where the deals are done’ lived up to its reputation 
with some large ag, Gator’s and ride-on mowers all being sold over the 3 
days.

The range of toys and merchandise was popular as always, but not as 
popular as our tractor tattoos - just temporary ones for the kids!

Over 3 days we put almost 1,000 temporary tractors on some super 
excited kids! Now we begin working out how to top that for 2022!

This cutie in her John Deere dress seemed like the ideal candidate for a tractor tattoo, 
though she didn’t look that convinced after it was applied, she came back on day 2 and 
wanted another one! A real green and gold fan in the making.

Bentley Montgomerie (5) took a bit of convincing from Dad to get his tattoo, but after 3 visits 
to the tent he was all smiles and decided he wanted one on each cheek! What a great sport 
you were Bentley!

SETTING  
THE STANDARD  
IN SERVICE
Industry leading tools to maximise your uptime

We can predict certain potential failures 
before they occur using advanced algorithms. 
This allows us to respond quicker to reduce 
downtime and maximise productivity.

Your technician can remotely analyse your 
machine’s Diagnostic Trouble Codes in real 
time to isolate potential issues. We will send 
the right technician with the right parts and 
tools on board to get the job done in the 
shortest time possible.

Reduce the need for a callout. Your 
technician can connect virtually in cab  
to assist you with troubleshooting, 
optimisation and setup.

Service ADVISOR™ Remote Expert Alerts Remote Display Access

With John Deere Connected Support™, distance is no longer a barrier to keep you up and running 
With a suite of industry leading tools exclusive to John Deere, we are there for you when you need us most.

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE.
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to the tent he was all smiles and decided he wanted one on each cheek! What a great sport 
you were Bentley!

SETTING  
THE STANDARD  
IN SERVICE
Industry leading tools to maximise your uptime

We can predict certain potential failures 
before they occur using advanced algorithms. 
This allows us to respond quicker to reduce 
downtime and maximise productivity.

Your technician can remotely analyse your 
machine’s Diagnostic Trouble Codes in real 
time to isolate potential issues. We will send 
the right technician with the right parts and 
tools on board to get the job done in the 
shortest time possible.

Reduce the need for a callout. Your 
technician can connect virtually in cab  
to assist you with troubleshooting, 
optimisation and setup.

Service ADVISOR™ Remote Expert Alerts Remote Display Access

With John Deere Connected Support™, distance is no longer a barrier to keep you up and running 
With a suite of industry leading tools exclusive to John Deere, we are there for you when you need us most.

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE.
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Southland Farm Machinery in Invercargill is the latest Southern 
organisation to benefit from a life-saving donation from PowerNet and St 
John.

An automated defibrillator (AED) was donated to the company in 
February, one of four donated to Southern communities this year.

The donation is part of PowerNet and St John’s sponsorship to improve 
public safety and education in the south. 

The sponsorship includes the donation of four AED devices annually to 
the network communities, which PowerNet manages.

When available within minutes of a cardiac arrest occurring, an AED can 
vastly improve a person’s chance of survival.

PowerNet GM People, Culture and Communication, David Stevens 
said the AED donation was another way the company could support 
the Southern community to stay safe and healthy.  Along with the AED 
donation two Level 1 First Aid training sessions for selected Southland 
Farm Machinery staff would also be provided by the PowerNet funded 
programme.

“Our partnership with St John is about using our joint resources to 
promote safety in our communities, mostly through education. It’s great 
that PowerNet is able to back this up with the donation of life-saving 
equipment such as AEDs,” he said.
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RUN OUT DEALS

These high achievers are engineered to give you superior 
performance with all the quality, strength, reliability and 
high-end technology that you expect from John Deere.

ON ALL JOHN DEERE 6M 
SERIES TRACTORS IN STOCK

AED Installed Thanks To Powernet And St John

Tech Puts Skills To The Test In Tractor Pull
Dave Snodgrass joined Southland Farm Machinery about 8 years ago, 
and if you own a ride-on mower or Gator, chances are Dave has serviced 
or repaired it for you. But out of business hours Dave has been busy with 
his own project - rebuilding a David Brown model 1210 to compete in 
Tractor Pull events.

Dave spotted the David Brown in a farmers shed one day when he 
was doing a delivery, and even though the engine had seized, he saw 
potential to build a Tractor Pull Tractor, so bought the tractor! Dave said 
the David Brown appealed to him because the front and back unbolts 
easily.

He then took the old seized engine out, and made a new chassis to fit a 
bigger 454 Big Block Chevrolet engine and auto transmission.

Tractor Pull has become a major attraction at many rural events 
nationally, including Crank Up and Field Days.

Dave has now competed 3 times in the modified petrol class, though 
most are diesel this is still a highly competitive class, and he finished 2nd 

Pictured (from left to right); Southland Farm Machinery Group Manager, Tim Brown; Power 
Company Chair, Doug Fraser; PowerNet GM People, Culture and Communication, David 
Stevens.

HAVE YOU DOWNLOADED THE AED LOCATIONS APP?
This is a great way to quickly find the nearest AED 

to you - it will use your cellphone’s GPS, or you can 
search locations - save time and help save lives!

at the recent Southern Field Days competition.

Dave plans to work on improving the tractor over the quieter months, with 
better tires at the back, and working on the weight distribution before the 
next round of competitions.

“It’s a journey as opposed to a destination” said Dave.
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The
 Tractor Times

A Slow Start To The Season…
Weather is a constant challenge to our agricultural communities, and this seasons start is 
reminiscent of others in recent years. This is a true test of resilience ,and another reminder of the 
need to be supportive and kind to each other in times of stress and hardship. If any of our readers 
feel the need to reach out for support there are some outstanding community groups such as the 
Rural Support Trust – You can find out more about the support they can offer in your region here 
http://www.rural-support.org.nz/About-Us

Our start to the season has been traditionally busy with many clients taking possession of new 
machines, and using our great finance offers for more productivity with another machine from our 
great range of second hand stock. We are always open to discuss a deal, so please contact any of 
our sales team if we can help making your business more productive with another machine.

On that note we are working hard on our Precision Agriculture Technology project to reach phase 
3 accreditation with John Deere in Spring 2020. The projects aim is to lift our capability across all 
our departments and teams with Precision Ag Technology. Please take a moment to see an update 
from Mike and the team on page 7.

Being part of the John Deere family comes with responsibilities to ensure we keep our customers 
satisfied with our service across the products we sell, service and supply parts to. This is not always 
easy and there are challenges in having the right people, in the right place, at the right time, to keep 
you, our customers satisfied.

With this in mind we have launched an improvement project earlier this year, working with John 
Deere to build system and process to ensure we follow up with our customers, and if we get 
something wrong, aim to fix it to our mutual satisfaction.

We will announce more on this in upcoming additions, however we welcome any of your 
compliments or feedback on how we can improve by taking a very short survey available on our 
website here https://www.sfml.co.nz/customer-satisfaction-survey/ 

We are also delighted to announce the opening of our newest Stihl Shop in our Cromwell branch. 
Open Monday to Friday 8.00 am to 5.00pm and Saturdays from 9.00 am to 1.00pm our well know 
Service Technician Steve Stafford is on hand to help.

And finally as we head into the festive season, I hope that at some point you will get a little time to 
stop, relax and enjoy the company and social activities with family and friends - while continuing to 
make hay while the sun shines.

Take care,

Tim Brown
Group Manager

It has been another big year for us, and like all of you 
probably are, we are looking forward to a well earned 
break!

However we know how important it is to keep you up 
and running, so we are still open as usual - except 
for Stat days. We won’t have as many staff as usual 
though, so would appreciate your patience if we seem a 
little slower getting back to you than usual. 

‘Tis The Season
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FOR SALE
FINANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE*   All Prices Exclude GST

Visit SFML.CO.NZ for more quality used tractors and machinery!

 �95 HP
 �2863 Hours
 �Powerquad 40k
 �Stoll F15 Loader

CLAAS CELTIS 446

 $39,000
SU#63476INVERCARGILL

 �95HP
 �2357 Hours
 �Quicke Loader w 
240P bucket

NEW HOLLAND T5050

           $41,000
SU#63746GORE

 �140 HP 
 �6300 Hours
 �2008 Model
 � JD 683 Loader
 �New injectors

JOHN DEERE 6830 STD

           $65,000
SU#62273GORE

 �130 HP
 �3768 Hours
 � Front weights

CASE IH MXM 130

           $39,000
SU#62905INVERCARGILL

 �105 HP
 �2258 Hours
 � JD H310 Loader

JOHN DEERE 6105M

           $69,000
SU#63697INVERCARGILL

 �2012 model
 �6700 bale count

JOHN DEERE 960 BALER

           $59,000
SU#62177GORE

 �  115 HP
 �  5033 Hours
 �2011 model
 �Pearson 20-40 HSL 
Loader

JOHN DEERE 6430 PREMIUM

           $69,000
SU# 62631GORE

 �145 HP
 �6560 Hours
 �Front weights
 �PowerQuad trans

JOHN DEERE 6920 PREMIUM

           $49,000
SU#62467INVERCARGILL

 �190 HP
 �7415 Hours
 � JD H380 SL Loader

JOHN DEERE 6190R

           $88,000
SU#63339INVERCARGILL

 �155 HP
 �7950 Hours
 �Quicke Q65 SL Loader
 � x4 Electronic Scv
 �Power Shift

CASE IH PUMA 155

           NOW $43,000
SU#63656MOSGIEL

 �170 HP
 �7360 Hours
 �Front link and pto
 �TLS / Cab Suspension
 �Hyd Trailer brakes

JOHN DEERE 6170R

INVERCARGILL SU#63367

           $89,000

 �115HP to 130HP with 
IPM boost
 �3330 Hours
 �H340 Loader with 
brand new JD bucket

JOHN DEERE 6115R

           NOW $79,950
SU#63062MOSGIEL

PRICE REDUCED WAS $86,000

 �125 HP
 �4155 Hours
 � JD H310 SL Loader

JOHN DEERE 6125M

           $78,000
SU#63634INVERCARGILL

 �140 HP
 �4155 Hours
 �H340 NSL Loader
 �  Power Quad Trans 
24x24

JOHN DEERE 6140M

             $79,000
SU# 63655INVERCARGILL

 �180HP 6 Cylinder + 
boost
 �6300 hours
 �19 SPD full power 
shift

CASE PUMA 180

           $59,000
SU#62026MOSGIEL

PRICE REDUCED WAS $67,000
 �230 HP
 �4250 Hours
 � IVT, 50km
 �TLS
 �4x SCV’s

JOHN DEERE 7230R

          NOW  $149,000
SU#63214INVERCARGILL

PRICE REDUCED WAS $155,000

 �  155 HP
 �  5403 Hours
 � JD683 NSL Loader

JOHN DEERE 6930

           $75,000
SU# 63078GORE

 �  115 HP
 �  4800 Hours
 � JD 633 NSL Loader
 �NO DUALS

JOHN DEERE 6430 STD

           $60,000
SU# 63321GORE

ASK US ABOUT 
TERMS TO 
SUIT YOU!

1.99%*

PA
FINANCE AVAILABLE

PRICE REDUCED WAS $47,000
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* Conditions apply. Approved commercial applicants only.

The teams at 
Southland & Otago 

Farm Machinery 
wish you all a safe, 
happy and sunny 
holiday season!

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30 31 1 2 3 4

XX
XX

See you in
2020


